Abstract-The often faulty nature of measurement sensors hinders reliable traffic state estimation, affecting in this way various transportation operations such as traffic control and in-car navigation. This work proposes a systematic, modelbased, online and network-wide approach to achieve robust and good quality state estimation in the presence of sensor faults. The approach is comprised of three stages aiming at 1) identifying the level of faulty behavior of each sensor using a novel fault-tolerant optimization algorithm, 2) isolating faults, and 3) improving state estimation performance by adaptively compensating sensor faults and resolving the state estimation problem. The approach is examined in the context of the Asymmetric Cell Transmission Model for freeway traffic density estimation. Simulation results demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed fault-adaptive approach, yielding estimation performance very close to the one obtained with healthy measurements, irrespective of the fault magnitude and type.
I. INTRODUCTION
Traffic state estimation (TSE) is an important topic in transportation engineering that enables a wealth of applications related to the monitoring and control of intelligent transportation systems (ITS) [1] . However, TSE is a challenging task for several reasons. Firstly, the large-scale nature of the transportation network makes the solution of the TSE problem difficult for city-size networks, while a large portion of the transportation network remains unmonitored. In addition, there are several heterogeneous sources that need to be fused together to improve TSE, with each measuring different traffic parameters and having distinct features. Furthermore, the unpredictable nature of human driving behavior results in large modeling uncertainties. Finally, an important challenge often neglected is associated with the presence of faulty sensors that provide erroneous measurements, significantly deteriorating the estimation performance. Faulttolerant and fault-adaptive TSE is the main focus of this paper.
The main approaches for TSE are model-based, making use of traffic flow physics to construct appropriate models and efficiently incorporate traffic data to obtain estimation and/or prediction of traffic. The most common approaches utilizes first or second order density-flow or velocity models, combined with different Kalman-filtering approaches (linear [2] , extended [3] , ensemble [4] ) to optimize estimation performance in the presence of noise. In the context of This work is partially funded by the European Research Council Advanced Grant FAULT-ADAPTIVE (ERC-2011-AdG-291508).
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the Asymmetric Cell Transmission Model (ACTM), TSE has also been examined from a Kalman filtering perspective in [5] , [6] . These works develop implicit mode switching methods to alternate between cell congestion modes and apply Kalman filtering in the resulting linear time-variant system. Despite the large body of literature on TSE, most research works assume non-faulty traffic sensors, an assumption that in practice is not true. For example, approximately 90% of the traffic sensors in California are Inductive Loop Detectors (ILDs) which are quite unreliable. In fact, it has been reported that only 60% of these sensors provide reliable measurements on a typical day [7] . In addition, existing research on faulty traffic sensors typically considers separately the issues of fault detection, fault correction and state estimation. Most approaches for fault detection consider certain statistical or probabilistic measures (e.g. number of samples in a day with non-zero occupancy and zero flow, probability of counting a certain number of vehicles) and report faults when measured values are below/above a certain threshold defined according to physical limits or empirical data [8] , [9] . Other approaches compare measurements with other highly correlated measurements to detect faults (e.g. from neighboring sensors [10] and historical data [11] ). The aforementioned fault detection techniques for traffic sensors have several drawbacks; statistical and probabilistic threshold-based measures need to be considered for a large horizon (up to 1 day) to provide good results and hence are not suitable for real-time fault detection and also cannot detect temporal ILD failures, while comparison-based methods can exhibit multiple false positive alarms due to alternating traffic patterns. Correction methods are based mostly on linear interpolation or moving window averaging over time and space [12] but do not consider the overall network dynamics to capture traffic transitions between links.
In this work we examine TSE in the presence of faulty sensors and develop a model-based fault-adaptive approach that achieves system-wide robust and good quality TSE. The proposed approach is composed of three stages. In the first stage a novel optimization problem for fault-tolerant moving horizon estimation is solved to identify the level of faulty behavior of each sensor. In the second stage each sensor is marked as faulty or non-faulty, while in the third stage a second optimization problem is solved to improve the accuracy of the state estimation based on the identification of faulty sensors. The approach is examined in the context of ACTM for freeway traffic density estimation.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section II provides some preliminary results on state estimation of dynamical systems that will be utilized for the developed approach. Section III describes the ACTM that is used to model the traffic dynamics, while Section IV briefly outlines the TSE problem and introduces the developed faulttolerant estimation method. Section V exploits the developed fault-tolerant approach to further improve estimation quality through a fault-adaptive procedure. Section VI demonstrates the performance of the proposed TSE approaches, while Section VII concludes the paper. 
where x 0 , w , v are the random initial state, the process noise and the measurement noise vectors, respectively. These components are assumed to be zero-mean, uncorrelated Gaussian random vectors with covariance P 0 , Q and R . The state estimation or filtering problem aims to find the best approximation of the state-vectorx given the set of the first observations, Z 1 = {z , = 1, ..., } and input vectors U −1 0 = {u , = 0, ..., − 1}. For this class of dynamical systems, the optimal estimation of the state-vector x is given by the Kalman Filter (KF) following a two-step recursive procedure for = 1, ..., to produce a statistically optimal system state; for details see [15] .
The same result with KF can be obtained by considering a maximum a posteriori formulation for the problem of estimating statex , given by [13] :
is a least squares problem that can be solved analytically in ( 3 3 ) as a linear × system of equations, or in ( 3 ) if the special block tridiagonal structure of the system is exploited [16] .
To reduce the computational complexity of increasing , an MHE approach considers a moving window backwards in time of length , i.e., min
where Γ − (x − ) is the arrival cost (AC) summarizing the effect of the discarded data on the current states and obtained through partial minimization with respect to decision variables x 0 , x 1 ,...,x − −1 [17] ,
In general, it is difficult to obtain the AC when having nonlinear model dynamics or additional constraints leading to the development of approximation methods (e.g. [17] ). However, under a linear model with Gaussian noise and no constraints the AC attains the closed form
where P − andx − result from the ( − )-th step of KF [14] .
Although the MHE approach is still computationally more demanding compared to the Kalman filter ( (
, its main advantage is that it can easily incorporate model-related constraints. Such constraints include physical model limitations, e.g. lower and upper bounds on the state variables, or artificially added constraints that aim to capture some insights regarding the dynamics such as state transition smoothness or sparse state changes [16] , [17] . In this work we exploit the MHE approach to incorporate additional constraints that provide fault-tolerance in the presence of sensor faults.
III. ASYMMETRIC CELL TRANSMISSION MODEL
The cell transmission model (CTM) is employed to describe the traffic dynamics due to its simplicity, popularity and ability to model different boundary phenomena. CTM is a first-order macroscopic traffic flow model which is based on a trapezoidal flow-density fundamental diagram and is characterized by the macroscopic parameters , , and . The free-flow speed, (km/h), is the average speed at which vehicles travel in a road when it is empty. The capacity of the road (veh/h) is the maximum flow rate of vehicles through the road. The backward wave propagation speed is the average speed at which a vehicle queue propagates upstream within a highly congested region. The jam density is the maximum density of vehicles that can be reached within the road under congestion conditions. In addition, critical densities 1 = / and 2 = − / separate the three regions of cell : a) free-flow region (0 ≤ ≤ 1 ), b) maximum capacity region ( 1 ≤ ≤ 2 ), and (c) congestion region ( 2 ≤ ≤ ), respectively. In the CTM both time and space are discrete. Time is partitioned into time-steps , while each road segment is divided into homogeneous sections called cells of equal length in a way that one vehicle takes one time-unit to travel through one cell at free-flow speed. In this work a generalization of CTM is considered, called the asymmetric CTM (ACTM) which allows for nonhomogeneous cells, with cell ∈ = {1, ..., } having length , such that, ≥ . In ACTM the traffic density of cell at time unit , , , evolves according to [18] ,
where , and , (veh/h) denote the inflow and outflow of vehicles of cell during [ , ( + 1) ). The dynamics of parameters , and , are determined from the conditions on the boundary between consecutive cells. In this work, five different sets of inter-cell connections are considered (simple, input, output, merge and diverge) to model a freeway stretch, where connection models the boundary between cells − 1 and .
IV. FAULT-TOLERANT TRAFFIC STATE ESTIMATION
Traffic state estimation refers to the process of estimating the true values of variables that define the state from measurements of traffic characteristics (e.g., occupancy, counts, speeds). This need emanates from two important measurement weakness: a) low-quality due to noise, faults and synchronization errors and b) local nature in both space (collected at a point or a short road section) and time (moving observers collect a single measurement at different locations). In the context of ACTM, to have full knowledge of the system state (density, speed and flow), it is sufficient to estimate the traffic density
, at every cell and time step; the flow can then be obtained from the flow-density fundamental diagram and the speed from the relationship flow=density×speed. For the traffic density dynamics of ACTM we consider the following process/measurement model based on (8)
where the random components 0 , w , v are zero mean, uncorrelated Gaussian random vectors with covariance P 0 , Q , R , respectively. Here, we have assumed for simplicity that measurements of traffic density, , , are available from ILD sensors, ∈ ℳ at time-step , where ℳ is the set of sensors, and that the process and measurement models are updated with the same frequency. For simplicity and without loss of generality it is further assumed that the on-ramp inputs and off-ramp split ratios are known.
Since parameters q and q are piecewise linear, the traffic density dynamics in (9) are also piecewise linear (for details see [5] ). To deal with this issue we adopt the implicit mode switching approach [5] , [6] which considers the estimationˆ, as an indication of the active linear segment (free-flow, maximum-capacity or congestion) of q and q of each cell connection for the period [ , ( + 1) ). In this way, a time-variant linear model of the form (1)- (2) is constructed for the estimation of +1 , whose parameters A and b result from the active linear segment of each inter-cell connection.
In the presence of faulty sensors a more appropriate measurement model is
where , , is an unknown variable with value zero if sensor ∈ ℳ is not faulty at time and non-zero otherwise. Correct recovery of both and o estimates the state and identifies faulty measurements; nonetheless, this task is impossible as model (11) is unobservable. Capitalizing on the fact that , , is expected to be sparse, i.e. only a small number of elements will be non-zero, can yield suprisingly good estimation results [19] . If a specific number of bad data is expected, say then the problem can be solved as
s.t.
where Ψ (14) and (7).
Due to the presence of the 0 -norm the problem is NP-hard and hence difficult to solve for large problems; one approach often taken is to convexify the problem by considering the 1 -norm, i.e. minimizing (12) subject to the constraint ∑ ∥o ∥ 1 ≤ . Equivalently, the problem can be expressed in an unconstrained form as
where is a positive regularization parameter to trade-off between detecting faults and optimizing cost. The effectiveness of (15) is due to the fact that the 1-norm penalty term enforces sparsity in the number of non-zero , elements which is expected to hold true if bad measurements are infrequent events. Nonetheless, as problem (15) identifies faults irrespective of the sensor and the time step it can perform well in the presence of random faults but not when faulty sensors exist for large time periods. In this work, a different formulation is proposed that aims to achieve sensor fault-tolerance rather than measurement fault-tolerance. Towards this direction we define the maximum fault residual, , , of sensor at time as
which associates a value with sensor equal to the maximum , element for the moving window considered. This results in convex formulation (17)- (19) .
.., , ∈ ℳ.(19)
Formulation (17)- (19), guarantees satisfaction of equations (16) ensures that each , , ∈ ℳ, will take the smallest possible value within the feasible set, yielding (16) . The difference between formulations (15) and (17)- (19) is that the latter aims to minimize the maximum absolute error for each sensor over the moving horizon which means that the optimization problem will try to identify a few faulty sensors rather than try to compensate for bad measurements.
As we consider an MHE approach on a time-variant linear model, it is important to mention that once A and b are constructed based onˆ, constraints are added to ensure that the estimatedx in future time indices = + 1, ..., + remain within the initially identified region. Regarding the AC, we consider Eq. (7) as a good approximation of this term, as it is optimal for the error-free case.
V. FAULT-ADAPTIVE TRAFFIC-STATE ESTIMATION
Although formulation (17)- (19) achieves robust TSE in the presence of faulty sensors, it may reduce the quality of the TSE under healthy operating conditions. For this reason, this section proposes a fault-adaptive algorithm that aims to provide the best of both worlds (healthy versus faulty operation) by detecting faulty sensors and compensating only for their respective identified fault residuals. The procedure is outlined in Algorithm 1.
The first stage of the algorithm during time-step involves the solution of problem (17)- (19) to obtain , and , , ∈ ℳ, = − + 1, ..., , as the magnitude of these parameters is representative of potentially faulty sensors. In the second stage, a short-history of measurements and maximum fault residuals are fed into Algorithm 2 to decide which are the healthy and which are the faulty sensors. In the third stage, the faulty sensor measurements are compensated according to the , values obtained in stage 1, and the TSE problem is resolved, with no fault-tolerance consideration.
Algorithm 2 runs every time-step to detect the currently faulty sensors given a short-history > of values for parameters , and , , ∈ { − , ..., − 1, }, for each sensor. This is achieved by separating the considered , values into two clusters, identifying whether the clusters belong to same or different data class (healthy or faulty) and classifying the current time value , appropriately. Towards this direction, lines 5-9 aim to provide an estimation of the average fluctuation of the maximum fault residuals due to the inherent noise. For this reason the moving average of Stage 2: Run Algorithm 2 to detect the set of faulty sensors, ℱ .
4:
Stage 3a: Compute new measurement values for fault sensorsˆ, = , + , , ∈ ℱ , = − +1, ..., .
5:
Stage 3b: Solve problem (5) using measurementsẑ , ∈ ℱ and z , / ∈ ℱ to obtainˆ. Set = mean( ).
10:
12:
14:
16:
end if 17: end for the th sensor's measurements is constructed (line 5), along with the values of the approximate maximum fault residuals in the absence of faults, , (lines 6-8) and the approximate average fluctuation over the considered history, (line 9). In line 10, parameters , of sensor are clustered into two sets 1 and 2 that hold the time-indices ( ) of , using kmeans algorithm; without loss of generallity it is assumed that the average maximum fault residual of the second cluster, 2 , is larger than that of the first cluster, 1 . Upon clustering the data there are three cases to consider: (I) 1 and 2 represent healthy and faulty data respectively, (II) both 1 and 2 represent faulty data, and (III) both 1 and 2 represent healthy data. Case I is true if there is clear separation between the data of the two clusters (line 12); in this case, sensor is classified as faulty for time-step if , belongs to the second cluster, i.e. ∈ 2 (lines 12-13). A sensor is also classified as faulty when both clusters represent faulty data (case II); this is true when both 1 and 2 ≥ 1 are larger than (lines 14-15).
VI. SIMULATION RESULTS
To evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithms we consider a 3-lane freeway stretch of 10 cells with lengths = { 0.5, 0.6, 0.5, 0.5, 0.75, 0.6, 0.5, 0.5, 0.8, 0.75 }km, as shown in Fig. 1 . Traffic enters the freeway from the mainline input as well as from on-ramps in cells 2 and 8 following a typical morning traffic pattern and maximum values 4500 veh/h, 750 veh/h, and 600 veh/h, respectively, and exits from the mainline output and off-ramps on cells 4 and 8 with split ratios in the range [0.15, 0.2]. We consider the following ACTM parameter values: = 100km/h, = 10s, = 30km/h, = 6000veh/h, = 300veh/km; the simulation time is considered to be 3h. For simplicity we assume that the model and measurement noise are independent zero-mean Gaussian random processes for all sensors. The performance of three algorithms is examined: 1) KF: Kalman Filtering.
2) FTS: Formulation (17)- (19) which provides faulttolerance against sensor faults. 3) FAS: Algorithm 1 which provides fault-adaptive TSE in the presence of sensor faults. For FTS algorithm, parameters and are set to values 1.4 and 10 which have been experimentally observed to perform well, while for Algorithm 2 parameter is set to 90 (15mins). Fig. 2 examines the TSE mean square error (MSE) performance of algorithms KF, FTS and FAS for varying value of one multiplicative fault at sensor ILD3 during period [0.5h,1.5h], for different measurement and process noise covariance values. The figures illustrate that both approaches provide robust TSE for all scenarios considered with almost constant behavior irrespective of the fault magnitude. Another interesting observation is that the relative performance of FTS and FAS depends on the relationship of the measurement and process noise. For equal process and measurement noise variance both approaches perform equally well, FTS is slightly better than FAS when the measurement noise variance is large than the process noise variance, while FAS is the clear winner when the process noise variance is larger than the measurement noise variance, achieving two times the performance of FTS. Notice also that FAS achieves performance almost equal to the case with no sensor faults for all scenarios considered 1 . Similar behaviour is observed for an additive sensor fault at ILD3 of varying magnitude 2 . The same simulation setup is also used to examine the effectiveness of the sensor fault detection algorithm (Algorithm 2). For this reason we have adopted the Fault Detection Accuracy criterion defined as the percentage of true positives (correctly classified faulty sensors) and true negatives (correctly classified healthy sensors) over the total number of fault detection decisions. Fig. 3 depicts the fault detection accuracy for different noise scenarios and varying additive and multiplicative fault magnitude. The accuracy of our detection algorithm exceeds 94% in all cases examined except from additive/multiplicative fault value equal to 5/1.1 when R = I and Q = 9I. The main reason for the low 1 In Figs. 2 and 3 , an additive fault of value 0 and a multiplicative fault of value 1 represent the non-faulty case. 2 Let , be the true traffic density at sensor . A multiplicative sensor fault of value results in measurement , = ( , + , ). An additive sensor fault of value results in measurement , = + , + , . accuracy in this case is the large measurement fluctuation that makes a small fault indistinguishable from noise. In this case, the good news is that the main factor deteriorating the TSE quality is due to the noise variance rather than the fault itself, so that the overall TSE performance is similar to the non-faulty case.
The ability of FTS to identify multiple combinations of faults is illustrated in Fig. 4 which depicts more closely faulty scenarios with up to two faults for all combinations of ILDs. For this purpose, two overlapping faults are considered, one multiplicative with value 1.5 for period [0.5ℎ, 1.5ℎ] and one additive of magnitude 10 for period [1.0ℎ, 2.5ℎ], while measurement and process noise variance are set to R = I and Q = I, respectively. As can been observed, FTS successfully identifies the faults through the maximum fault residual values in all scenarios considered; this observation holds true even for the overlapping period of the two faults [1.0h, 1.5h].
VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This paper has investigated fault-tolerant and faultadaptive traffic state estimation. Towards this direction a fault-tolerant model-based moving horizon estimation approach has been developed that explicitly models faulty sensors. Building on this approach, a novel algorithm has also been introduced to adaptively compensate faults leading to better traffic state estimation performance. The approach has been tested for freeway traffic density estimation in the context of the asymmetric cell transmission model and shown to exhibit robust and good quality state estimation performance that is very close to non-faulty estimation, irrespective of the fault magnitudes.
For future work we intend to examine the effect of model parameter changes and how such changes can be identified and estimated jointly with sensor faults. The efficiency of the approach will also be investigated for high-order macroscopic flow models that have nonlinear dynamics. Finally, the development of fast and efficient optimization algorithms for the introduced approaches will be examined to enable distributed, real-time, and large-scale estimation. 
